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“We’re in a global race
for Artificial Intelligence
and we have different values
and different availability
of data.”
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Will the growth of AI exacerbate the contradictions of modern society?
Or, can AI help us build a better world?
AI will pervade all sectors of the economy and all aspects of professional and daily life.
At the same time, it will have to be used responsibly:
if not, winter will come for society, not for AI.
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01.
We encourage Member States
to develop multi-stakeholder
partnerships across industry
and research institutes as well as
joint AI centres of excellence.
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02.

Ethics by design
We stress that AI research should invest not only in AI technology and innovation
developments but also in AI-related social, ethical and liability areas; believe
that any AI model deployed should have ethics by design.
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03.
Careful use
of health data
We stress that the use of data
in the health sector must be monitored
carefully and ethically and must not
in any way obstruct access
to social protectionor insurance;
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04.
Protection from
the so-called “deep-fakes”
A danger might come from the manipulation
of public opinion through so-called “deep fakes”
and new forms of disinformation campaigns,
which make AI a threat to democracy.
Call on the Commission to ensure that anyone
who produces deepfake material or synthetic
videos, or any other realistically made synthetic
videos, explicitly states that they are not original.
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05.
Recommend that Member States, alongside private sector actors,
identify the risks and develop strategies to ensure that relevant
retraining and reskilling programmes are developed; underline
that companies themselves must invest in the training and
reskilling of their existing workforce in order to meet their needs.
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06.
Penalization of
perception manipulation

We call the Commission to propose a framework
that penalises perception manipulation practices
when personalised content or news feeds lead to
negative feelings and distortion of the perception
of reality that might lead to negative consequences
(for example, election outcomes, or distorted
perceptions on social matters such as migration).
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07.
The danger of
citizens’ ranking
The use of AI can create undesirable bias, thus
violating fundamental rights and/or leading to
outcomes and impacts that are perceived to be
unfair. We urge the Commission to take note of
the social challenges arising from practices
resulting from the ranking of citizens; stresses
that citizens should not be subjected to
discrimination on the basis of their ranking and
that they should be entitled to ‘another chance’.
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08.
Protecting the
European values
We expre ss great concern about the
employment of AI applications, including facial
and voice recognition, in ‘emotional
surveillance’ programmes, (monitoring the
mental conditions of workers and citizens in
order to increase productivity and preserve
social stability, sometimes coupled with ‘social
credit’ systems, as already seen in China, for
instance). We stress that such programmes are
inherently at odds with European values and
norms protecting the rights and freedoms of
individuals.
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09.
Making public data
a common good
We stress that high quality and
meaningful data is essential for real
competitiveness in the AI industry, and
call for public authorities to ensure
way s of producing, sharing and
governing data by making public data
a common good while safeguarding
privacy and sensitive data.
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10.
Respect the right
to an offline life
We call the Commission to respect the
right of citizens to an offline life and to
ensure that there is no discrimination
against citizens on whom no data has
been recorded.
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11.
Call on the Commission to ensure that
applications based on AI should not
use data collected from various sources
without first receiving the consent of
the data subjec t ; calls on the
Commission to create a framework
that makes sure that consent given by
the data subject will generate data only
for the intended purposes.
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12.
User-friendly
AI
www.evakaili.gr

Stresses the importance of user-friendly AI in fostering consumer trust;
believes that where final and permanent decisions are made by AI and
not by humans, consumers should be made aware of this and be able to
seek human review and redress; stresses that when interacting with an
automated system, users should be informed about how to reach a human
and how to ensure that a system’s decisions can be checked and corrected.
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13. Calls for people to have a right to
know, a right of appeal and a right to
redress when AI is used for decisions
affecting individuals which carry a
significant risk to an individual’s rights
or freedom or may cause them harm.
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